
Customer centricity from the very beginning of the journey

In a digital transformative landscape, enterprises are facing immense 
challenges to provide frictionless, continuous, self-service  
interactions via a mobile device to improve customer satisfaction 
and reduce churn to increase profits. ABBYY Mobile Capture enables 
them to provide a highly intuitive and smooth customer experience 
within KYC-scenarios where personal data from a user is required for  
submittal. By simply pointing the mobile device’s camera at ID cards, 
passports, and other identification documents, customer data is 
transferred without manual input.

www.abbyy.com/mwc19

About ABBYY

ABBYY is a global leader 
in content IQ technologies 
and solutions. ABBYY 
offers a complete range 
of AI-based technologies 
and solutions transform-
ing business documents 
and content into business 
value. By providing digital 
transformation solutions 
to financial services, 
insurance, transportation, 
healthcare and other 
industries, the company 
helps organizations 
achieve the next wave of 
growth by understanding 
customers and delivering 
responsive real-time in-
telligent systems. ABBYY 
technologies are used 
and licensed by some of 
the largest international 
enterprises and govern-
ment organizations,  
as well as SMBs and  
individuals. The company 
maintains offices in 
Australia, Cyprus, France, 
Germany, Japan, Russia, 
Spain, Taiwan, the UK, 
Ukraine, and the United 
States.

Boost customer  
retention rates 

through customer 
self-service 

Provide an innovative 
mobile app that  
enhances your  

customers‘ experience 
when submitting trailing 

documents for  
processing. 

Increase  
customer  

growth 

Deliver a seamless  
customer registration 

and sign up  
experience by simply 
pointing the mobile  

device at ID cards, or 
other identification  

documents to be sent 
to back-end systems for 

processing.  

Improve  
transaction  

rates 

Simplify your mobile 
payments by focusing 

the smartphone’s  
camera on payment 

slips, invoices or other 
payment documents and 

capturing information 
directly into the fields  
of your mobile app.  

Transforming mobile experiences 

ABBYY® Mobile Capture solutions
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Create frictionless customer experiences with innovative mobile technologies 

A toolkit to add instant text capture to your  
mobile apps by lifting text directly from your  
smartphone’s preview screen.

• Text detection from video stream and photo library

• Out of the box data capture of MRZ, IDs,  
bank card and IBAN

• Text capture from objects

• 63 recognition languages

• Cross-platform integration

ABBYY 
Real-Time Recognition SDK

ABBYY 
Business Card Reader

ABBYY 
Mobile Imaging SDK

ABBYY 
FineScanner

Fastest business card scanner and contact  
management app.

• 25 recognition languages and QR code recognition

• Export cards to Contacts, CSV, Excel®, Outlook®,  
Google® Contacts and Salesforce® 

• Exchange digital cards via email or text message

• Location-based search on maps

• Apple Watch® and iMessage® support

• Smart search on Facebook® and LinkedIn®

Powerful scanner and OCR for documents and books.

• Excellent visual quality with image processing tools

• Recognize text on scans in 193 languages

• Save in 12 output formats (DOCX, PDF, TXT,  
EPUB, and more)

• Multipage operations: create, edit, add, delete,  
and rearrange pages 

• Annotate scans: sign, highlight, pencil, redaction  
(iOS only)

A toolkit for your mobile application that can  
transform your mobile device into a high-quality 
front-end data capture solution by automatically 
capturing the highest-quality image for back-end 
processing.

• Captures the highest quality image for OCR

• Automatically finds the document boundaries  
and corrects its perspective

• Exports image and sets compression levels to  
reduce file transfer time

ABBYY 
TextGrabber

Recognize and translate printed text from image.

• Digitize text on camera screen without taking photos

• Fast actions from recognized data: call, email, 
SMS, web, address

• Offline recognition in 60+ languages

• 100+ translation languages

• Text-to-speech with the VoiceOver 

• QR code reader (iOS only)

• Flexible sharing options

To learn more about the mobile capture technologies and apps please, visit www.abbyy.com/mwc19. If you have additional questions, contact your local ABBYY 
representative listed under www.abbyy.com/contacts or use the online contact form on www.abbyy.com/mwc19.
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